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2 of 2 review helpful How to begin to read a Platonic dialogue By George Greene I wish this book existed when I was 
a college student in the seventies Jill Gordon explores Plato s literary techniques which assist the reader in making his 
or her turn to live a philosophic life Written in a clear and concise way she explores the following topics dialectic the 
reader the drama the characters irony and images We a Acknowledging the powerful impact that Plato s dialogues 
have had on readers Jill Gordon shows how the literary techniques Plato used function philosophically to engage 
readers in doing philosophy and attracting them toward the philosophical life The picture of philosophical activity 
emerging from the dialogues as thus interpreted is a complex process involving vision insight and emotion basic to the 
human condition rather than a resort to pure reason as a ldquo In conclusion I encourage serious students of Plato to 
read Turning Toward Philosophy This positive and fundamental project is provocative and generally successful It will 
happily turn the reader of Platonic dialogues to the philosophical s 
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